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Practice Requirements:
Anyone can do this practice. However, you are permitted to generate
yourself as Four-Armed Chenrezig only if you have received:
• a great initiation (wang) of any deity of performance, yoga, or highest yoga tantra and the subsequent permission (jenang) of FourArmed Chenrezig,
• or an action tantra great initiation of any deity of the tathagata
or lotus families and the subsequent permission of Four-Armed
Chenrezig.
Otherwise, you should visualize Four-Armed Chenrezig above your head
or in front of you.

The Welfare of Living Beings That
Pervades Space: The Meditation-Recitation
of the Great Compassionate One
Sang gyä chhö dang tshog kyi chhog nam la
Jang chhub bar du dag ni kyab su chhi
Dag gi jin sog gyi pa di dag kyi
Dro la phän chhir sang gyä drub par shog (3x)

I take refuge until I am enlightened
In the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Supreme Assembly.
By my generosity and so forth,
May I become a buddha in order to benefit living beings.

Dag sog kha khyab sem chän gyi
Chi tsug pä kar da wäi teng
Hrih lä phag chhog chän rä zig
K ar säl ö zer nga dän thro
Dzum dän thug jei chän gyi zig

(3x)

On the crowns of myself and all sentient beings pervading
space
Is a white lotus and moon.
On top of it, from HRIḤ arises the Supreme Arya Chenrezig,
White and clear, radiating five-colored light rays;
Smiling and looking with eyes of compassion.

Chhag zhii dang po thhäl jor dzä
Og nyi shel threng pä kar nam
Dar dang rin chhen gyän gyi trä
Ri dag pag päi tö yog söl
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Of your four arms, the palms of the first two are joined
And the lower two hold a crystal rosary and a white lotus.
You are adorned with silk and precious jewelry
And wear a deerskin upper garment.

Ö pag me päi u gyän chän
Zhab nyi dor jei kyil trung zhug
Dri me da war gyab ten pa
Kyab nä kün dü ngo wor gyur

Amitabha adorns your head.
You are seated with your legs in the vajra posture
And your back rests against a stainless moon.
In nature, you encompass all objects of refuge.

Think that oneself and all sentient beings are making the following
request as if in one voice:

Jo wo kyön gyi ma gö ku dog kar
Dzog sang gyä kyi u la gyän
Thhug jei chän gyi dro la zig
Chän rä zig la chhag tshäl lo

Lord, your body is white in color, unsoiled by faults;
A complete buddha adorns your head;
You look at living beings with eyes of compassion;
To you, Chenrezig, I prostrate.

Recite that request three times, seven times, and so forth—however
many times you are able.

De tar tse chig söl tab pä
Phag päi ku lä ö zer thrö
Ma dag lä nang thrül she jang

Through having made requests one-pointedly in that way,
Lights radiate from the body of the Arya
And purify impure karmic appearances and mistaken minds.
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Chhi nö de wa chän gyi zhing
Nang chü kye dröi lü ngag sem
Chän rä zig wang ku sung thug
Nang drag rig tong yer me gyur

The environment becomes Sukhavati Pure Land,
And the body, speech, and mind of its inhabitants—living
beings—
Become the body, speech, and mind of powerful Chenrezig—
Appearance, sound, and awareness, inseparable from
emptiness.

Reflecting on the meaning of this, recite as many times as you can:
OṂ MAṆI PADME HŪṂ HRĪḤ

At the end, place your mind in equipoise on its own essence of the
nonconceptualization of the three circles.1

Dag zhän lü nang phag päi ku
Dra drag yi ge drug päi yang
Drän tog ye she chhen pöi long

The bodies of myself and others appear as bodies of the Arya,
The resonance of sounds is the melody of the six syllables,
And thoughts and conceptualizations are the expanse of
great exalted wisdom.

Ge wa di yi nyur du dag
Chän rä zig wang drub gyur nä
Dro wa chig kyang ma lü pa
De yi sa la gö par shog

Due to this virtue,
May I quickly become powerful Chenrezig
And lead all living beings
Without exception to that state.

1 The three circles (Tib. 'khor gsum) refers to the subject, object, and the action
being engaged in.
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Colophons
Original Colophon:
This meditation-recitation of the Great Compassionate One called The Welfare
of Living Beings That Pervades Space is the blessed speech of the Mahasiddha
Thangtong Gyalpo. ŚHUBHAṂ
Publisher’s Colophon:
Translated by Ven. Steve Carlier, October 19, 2019 from thang stong rgyal po,
'gro don mkha’ khyab ma, s.l.; s.n., s.d. Translation reviewed by Joona Repo,
FPMT Translation Services, June 2020.

Care of Dharma Materials

Dharma materials contain the teachings of the Buddha and thus protect
against lower rebirth and reveal the path to enlightenment. Therefore,
they should be treated with respect.
Printed Dharma materials, as well as phones, tablets, laptops, and hard
drives containing Dharma, should be kept off the floor, beds, chairs,
meditation cushions, and all other places where people sit or walk.
Dharma materials should not be stepped over or put in places where
the feet or buttocks will point at them. They should be covered or
protected for transporting and kept in a high, clean place separate from
more mundane materials. Other objects, including statues, stupas, ritual
implements, malas, reading glasses, and so forth, should not be placed
on top of Dharma books and devices containing Dharma materials.
Avoid licking the fingers to turn the pages of Dharma texts.
If it is necessary to dispose of printed Dharma materials, they should be
burned rather than thrown in the trash. When burning Dharma texts,
visualize that the letters transform into an A ( ) and the A absorbs into
your heart. Imagine burning blank paper. As the paper burns, recite OṂ
ĀḤ HŪṂ or the Heart Sutra, while meditating on emptiness.

ཨ

Lama Zopa Rinpoche recommends that images of holy beings, deities,
and holy objects not be burned. Ideally, if undamaged, they should be
put in a stupa. Otherwise, put them high up in a tree inside a well-sealed
structure, something like a bird house, so that the images are protected
from the weather and do not end up on the ground.
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